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UNITED STATES,            ) 
    Appellee,            )  FINAL BRIEF ON BEHALF OF    
                          )  THE UNITED STATES 
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          )   
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TO THE HONORABLE, THE JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES COURT OF 
APPEALS FOR THE ARMED FORCES 

 
SPECIFIED ISSUE 

WHETHER, IN LIGHT OF UNITED STATES V. LOPEZ 
DE VICTORIA, 66 M.J. 67 (C.A.A.F. 2008), 
THIS COURT HAS JURISDICTION OVER AN ARTICLE 
62, UCMJ, APPEAL WHEN THE COURT-MARTIAL HAS 
ADJUDGED A SENTENCE THAT DID NOT INCLUDE A 
PUNITIVE DISCHARGE OR CONFINEMENT FOR ONE 
YEAR?   
  

STATEMENT OF STATUTORY JURISDICTION 
 

    This case was reviewed by a judge advocate in accordance 

with Article 64(a) of the Uniform Code of Military Justice 

(UCMJ), who affirmed the findings and the sentence as correct.  

Notwithstanding United States v. Lopez De Victoria, this Court 

has no statutory jurisdiction under Article 67, UCMJ, to review 

this case.  The United States respectfully maintains that the 

grant of review in this case was improvidently issued and should 

be dismissed.     
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On 9 March 2011, a single charge was preferred against 

Appellant alleging that he “did, at or near Alamogordo, New 

Mexico, between on or about 1 April 2010 and on or about 30 

August 2010, wrongfully use cocaine” in violation of Article 

112a, UCMJ.  (JA at 12.)  The charge was referred to special 

court-martial the same day.  (JA at 13.)  On 9 April 2011, 

Appellant filed a motion to dismiss the charge, or in the 

alternative, to suppress Appellant’s confession and any 

derivative evidence.  (JA at 49-122.)  The prosecution responded 

to the motion to dismiss on the same day.  (JA at 123-44.)   

On 11 April 2011, trial began.  (JA at 6.)  Following a 

two-day motion hearing, the military judge granted the defense 

motion to dismiss the charge and specification with prejudice.  

(JA at 20-48.)  Pursuant to R.C.M. 908(b)(2), the United States 

filed notice of its intent to appeal with the military judge on 

15 April 2011.  (JA at 3-4.)  

On 28 July 2011, AFCCA heard oral argument, and on      

4 October 2011, AFCCA granted the United States’ Article 62 

appeal and remanded the case back to trial.  United States v. 

Hathorne, Misc. Dkt. 2011-02 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. 4 October 

2011) (unpub. op.)) (JA at 164-74).  On 19 October 2011, the 

defense petitioned this Court to review AFCCA’s decision.  On 24 

October 2011, the military judge denied a defense motion to 
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continue or stay the trial proceedings.  Nine days after they 

filed their petition with this Court and just days before trial 

was scheduled to resume, Appellant filed a motion with this 

Court to stay the trial on 28 October 2011.  On 1 November 2011, 

this Court denied the stay.   

The next day, 2 November 2011, trial resumed, Appellant 

pled not guilty at a judge-alone special court-martial, was 

convicted as charged, and received an adjudged sentence that 

required appellate review under Article 64(a), UCMJ:  7 days 

confinement, 30 days hard labor without confinement, 30 days 

restriction, and reduction to E-1.  (JA at 1.)  

After trial was completed and Appellant received his sub-

jurisdictional sentence, Appellant filed a supplement to his 

petition for grant of review on 8 November 2011.  In his 

supplement, Appellant twice suggested that the primary reason 

this Court should grant review was because Appellant was not 

satisfied with his appellate rights provided by Congress under 

Article 64, UCMJ.  (Pet. Supp. Br. at 2, 10.)1

                                                           
1 “This Court should grant review of this Article 62 appeal because Appellant 
received a subjurisdictional [sic] punishment, and without granting review, 
Appellant will be unable to seek judicial redress for the Kastigar violation 
that occurred in this case, and AFCCA’s erroneous interpretation of R.C.M. 
704 will establish Air Force protocol for dealing with immunity issues.”  
(Pet. Supp. Br. at 2.)  Appellant made the identical “sub-jurisdictional” 
claim at page 10 of his supplement.    

  On 14 November 

2011, the United States filed its answer to the supplement to 

the petition for grant of review and asserted that this Court 
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had no jurisdiction to review the case given that the present 

procedural posture of the case required review under Article 

64(a) and not Article 67.   

Meanwhile, on 6 December 2011, a judge advocate properly 

completed appellate review of Appellant’s case and concluded the 

findings and sentence were correct in law and fact as provided 

by Article 64(a), UCMJ.  (Appendix A.)  On 19 December 2011, the 

Commander of the 49th Wing at Holloman Air Force Base, New 

Mexico, took action approving Appellant’s administrative 

discharge from the Air Force for drug abuse with a general 

discharge.  (Appendix B.)  On 21 December 2011, administrative 

separation orders were prepared directing Appellant’s separation  

with a discharge effective date of 27 December 2011 and 

indicating that a DD Form 214 was issued.  (Appendix C.)   

Appellant’s DD Form 214 was issued discharging him from the 

United States Air Force effective 27 December 2011.  (Appendix 

D.) 

 On 4 January 2012, this Court granted review of Appellant’s 

assigned immunity issue and specified the jurisdictional issue 

that is the subject of this brief.   

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 Additional facts are noted in the argument below. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 Given its current procedural posture, this case can no 

longer be considered an interlocutory appeal under Article 62, 

UCMJ, so United States v. Lopez de Victoria is inapposite.  

Appellant’s court-martial is final and conclusive under Article 

76, UCMJ2, and R.C.M. 1209(a)(2).  This Court has no jurisdiction 

to review Appellant’s case under Article 67, UCMJ; Congress 

provided Appellant appropriate and mandatory appellate review 

under Article 64(a), UCMJ, which has been completed and is final 

and conclusive.  If Appellant is dissatisfied with his appellate 

review rights provided by Congress in Article 64, he should seek 

legislative change, not unwarranted and unauthorized judicial 

intervention.     

THIS HONORABLE COURT DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION 
TO REVIEW APPELLANT’S CASE.   

ARGUMENT 

 
Standard of Review 

 
The question of whether this Court has jurisdiction to 

review Appellant’s case is a question of law that is reviewed de 

novo.  United States v. Daly, 69 M.J. 485, 486 (C.A.A.F. 2011). 

   
                                                           
2 Article 76 provides:  “The appellate review of records of trial provided by 
this chapter, the proceedings, findings, and sentences of courts-martial as 
approved, reviewed, or affirmed as required by this chapter, and all 
dismissals and discharges carried into execution under sentences by courts-
martial following approval, review, or affirmation as required by this 
chapter, are final and conclusive.  Orders publishing the proceedings of 
courts-martial and all action taken pursuant to those proceedings are binding 
upon all departments, courts, agencies of the United States. . . .” 
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 Law and Analysis 
 

“Federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction.  They 

possess only that power authorized by Constitution and statute. 

. . .”  Daly, 69 M.J. at 486 (citing Kokkonen v. Guardian Life 

Ins. Co. of Am., 511 U.S. 375, 377 (1994)).  “[T]he burden of 

establishing” that a Court has jurisdiction over a case “rests 

upon the party asserting jurisdiction.”  Kokkonen, id.  When 

Congress exercised its power to govern and regulate the armed 

forces by establishing this Court, it confined this Court’s 

jurisdiction to the review of specified sentences imposed by 

courts-martial.  Clinton v. Goldsmith, 526 U.S. 529, 533-34 

(1999).  

The gist of Appellant’s faulty jurisdiction argument is 

that this Court “retains” continuing jurisdiction over his case 

simply because at one time the procedural posture of Appellant’s 

case was in the realm of a government appeal taken pursuant to 

Article 62.  (App. Br. at 5.)  The United States Supreme Court 

expressly rejected Appellant’s argument in Clinton v. Goldsmith, 

where the Court noted without ambiguity: 

[T]he CAAF is not given authority, by the All 
Writs Act or otherwise, to oversee all matters 
arguably related to military justice, or to act 
as plenary administrator even of criminal 
judgments it has affirmed.  Simply stated, there 
is no source of continuing jurisdiction for the 
CAAF over all actions administering sentences 
that the CAAF at one time had the power to 
review. 
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Clinton v. Goldsmith, 526 U.S. at 536.  
 
     This Court’s jurisdiction is not permanent or continuing as 

desired and requested by Appellant.  Appellant’s completed 

court-martial with its sub-jurisdictional sentence and completed 

Article 64(a) review effectively extinguished any possible 

review by this Court under Article 67.  As Appellant’s case is 

now final under Article 76, UCMJ, and R.C.M. 1209(a)(2), further 

review under Article 67 is not authorized, and accordingly, 

review in this case was improvidently granted.   

     Lopez de Victoria is inapposite.  As this Court noted in  

that case, procedural posture is the linchpin for determining 

jurisdiction in Appellant’s case:  “The Article 62, UCMJ, 

posture of the present case is one in which a finding or 

sentence ‘could have been’ imposed, and was in fact imposed.”  

Lopez de Victoria, 66 M.J. at 71.  While the United States 

recognizes that this Court has jurisdiction to review 

interlocutory appeals from a Court of Criminal Appeals in an 

appropriate case as provided in Lopez de Victoria, that 

authority is by no means permanent or continuing.  Lopez de 

Victoria only stands for the proposition that Article 67 review 

over government appeals under Article 62 exists only while the 

case is truly in an interlocutory appeal posture, which 

Appellant’s case most certainly is not.   
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     The procedural posture of Lopez de Victoria is completely 

distinguishable from Appellant’s case and demands the opposite 

result.  In Lopez de Victoria, the appellant was convicted of 

several significant crimes and sentenced to a dishonorable 

discharge and four years of confinement among other punishments.  

In a post-trial Article 39(a) session, the military judge 

dismissed some child abuse specifications on statute of 

limitations grounds and ordered further sentencing proceedings 

on the remaining specification.  Rather than complete the 

sentencing proceedings as directed by the military judge, the 

government instead appealed the military judge’s dismissal under 

Article 62, the Court of Criminal Appeals (CCA) reversed the 

military judge, and the CCA returned the case to the convening 

authority to continue the post-trial processing.  The convening 

authority then approved the punitive discharge, reduction, and 

confinement.  This Court then granted the appellant’s petition 

to review the CCA’s Article 62 decision and concluded it had 

jurisdiction to review the government appeal given the 

procedural posture of the case.  Lopez de Victoria, 66 M.J. at 

68, 71.   

     In stark contrast, the present procedural posture of 

Appellant’s case no longer presents any outstanding ruling of 

the military judge left to consider nor a trial posture that can 

in anyway be considered as “interlocutory.”  After the CCA 
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granted the government appeal and ordered the case back to 

trial, this Court denied Appellant’s request to stay the trial, 

Appellant was convicted and received a sub-jurisdictional 

sentence, and Appellant’s adjudged and approved findings and 

sentence were forwarded for mandatory review under Article 

64(a).  Finally, Appellant was properly administratively 

discharged in accordance with Air Force Instruction 36-3208 

following completion of his applicable appellate review under 

Article 64(a).   

     The United States respectfully asserts that Article 62 and 

R.C.M. 908 do not envision or provide this Court of limited and 

specified jurisdiction with the authority to conduct what would 

be in this case a post-trial and post-appellate review of an 

interlocutory appeal.  The interlocutory appeal is completed, 

and Appellant’s conviction and sentence are final under Articles 

64(a) and 76.  R.C.M. 909(c)(3) specifically grants this Court 

or the United States Supreme Court the authority to stay the 

trial proceedings below while an Article 62 appeal decision from 

a CCA is under review.  However, this Court appropriately 

declined to issue a stay in Appellant’s case.  Although this 

Court did not articulate in its order its reasoning for denying 

the stay of trial proceedings, the United States surmises that 

this Court did so to prevent undue delay in the trial 

proceedings while still preserving Appellant’s right to raise 
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his immunity claim during the ordinary course of the applicable 

appellate review process provided by Congress.  As it turned out 

due to Appellant’s adjudged sentence, that process is governed 

solely by Article 64(a).  R.C.M. 908(c)(3) is unequivocal here: 

If the decision of the Court of Criminal Appeals 
permits it, the court-martial may proceed as to 
the affected charges and specifications pending 
further review by the Court of Appeals for the 
Armed Forces or the Supreme Court, unless either 
court orders the proceedings stayed.  Unless the 
case is reviewed by the Court of Appeals for the 
Armed Forces, it shall be returned to the 
military judge or the convening authority for 
appropriate action in accordance with the 
decision of the Court of Criminal Appeals.   

 
(Emphasis added.)  
 
     The Air Force Court of Criminal Appeals issued an order 

reversing the military judge’s dismissal of the case and ordered 

the case back to trial.  Neither this Court nor the Supreme 

Court interceded with an order staying resumption of the trial.  

Under R.C.M. 908(c)(3) and AFCCA’s order, Appellant’s court-

martial properly resumed and concluded with a guilty finding and 

a sentence from the military judge.  As a result of the 

incredibly modest sentence imposed by the military judge (7 days 

confinement and no punitive discharge among other lesser 

punishments) and approved by the convening authority, Appellant 

is not entitled to appellate review under Article 66 or Article 

67.  Appellate review of Appellant’s case was mandated by 

Article 64(a), and under Article 76 and R.C.M. 1209(a)(2) his 
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case is final and conclusive.  Appellant is entitled to no 

further appellate review as set forth by Congress in the UCMJ.  

Under the law, this Court lacks jurisdiction to review 

Appellant’s case. 

     Appellant’s claim of jurisdiction is not based in law, but 

is squarely cast in equity.  Appellant mistakenly but 

insightfully exposes the real basis of his claim:  “If the 

government was able to subvert this Court’s jurisdiction through 

subsequent proceedings, it would create an unfair system,” (App. 

Br. at 5), and “This Court’s jurisdiction should be construed in 

a manner that is fair for either party.”  (App. Br. at 6.)  

Appellant is mistaken for two reasons.  First, the United States 

“subverted” nothing here.  AFCCA ordered the case back to trial 

after the government appeal, R.C.M. 908 permitted resumption of 

trial, and this Court denied Appellant’s request to stay the 

trial.  Second, as the Supreme Court reminded us in Clinton v. 

Goldsmith, “We have already seen that the CAAF’s independent 

statutory jurisdiction is narrowly circumscribed.  To be more 

specific, the CAAF is accorded jurisdiction by statute. . . .”  

Id. at 535.  Appellant’s call for jurisdiction via his 

perception of equitable versus legal considerations is unsound 

and without support in the law.   

     Appellant cites to inapplicable cases to support his 

equitable theory, many of which actually support the United 
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States’ position and some that have nothing to do with the issue 

specified by the Court.  Most notably, his reliance upon United 

States v. Boudreaux, is confused and misplaced.  Appellant 

broadly proclaims that “Under United States v. Bourdeux [sic], 

this Court’s jurisdiction cannot be diminished by a lower court 

or convening authority.”  (App. Br. at 2.)  Boudreaux actually 

supports the government’s view where this Court correctly noted 

“The primary question is whether the appeal is from a final 

judgment below or whether it is an interim appeal.  If it is a 

final appeal, jurisdiction vis-à-vis the appeal lies with the 

appropriate appellate body.”  Boudreaux, 35 M.J. at 294; 

emphasis in original.  Moreover, this Court noted that “Within 

the meaning of Article 67(a)(1) and (3), ‘final’ means the 

conviction and sentence are both affirmed. . . .Once a ‘final’ 

decision is before this Court for consideration, then the lower 

courts are divested of legal authority to take any action which 

would have the effect of diminishing the jurisdiction of this 

Court.”   Appellant neglects to provide the full context of 

Boudreaux where the Court aptly continued the analysis:  

“Second—interim (interlocutory) appeals, on the other hand, do 

not divest the lower court or convening authority of the 

authority to continue the case unless the higher court issues a 

stay of the proceedings or unless a stay is required by 

operation of a Rule for Courts-Martial or by law.  See RCM 
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908(b); Art. 62.”  Boudreaux, 35 M.J. at 295.   

     As a result, when the full context of Boudreaux is applied, 

the United States position must prevail.  The present posture of 

this case is no longer an interlocutory appeal; it is a final 

court-martial conviction that has already been reviewed and 

approved as required by Article 64(a) and is final under Article 

76.  Therefore, this case is not a “final” decision that may  

properly be reviewed this Court, as the United States has noted 

above.  Finally, the interlocutory appeal of this case was 

properly returned to trial and resulted in a completed and 

“final” judgment that is beyond the jurisdiction of this Court.   

CONCLUSION 

 WHEREFORE, the United States respectfully requests this 

Honorable Court dismiss the improvidently granted review of 

Appellant’s petition.   

 
     GERALD R. BRUCE 

Senior Appellate Government Counsel 
Air Force Legal Operations Agency 
United States Air Force 
1500 W. Perimeter Rd. Ste. 1190 
Andrews AFB MD 20762 
(240) 612-4800 
CAAF Bar No. 27428 
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